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The Red Badge of Courage Jan 30 2020 Stephen Crane’s immortal masterpiece about the nightmare of war was first published in 1895 and
brought its young author immediate international fame. Set during the Civil War, it tells of the brutal disillusionment of a young recruit who
had dreamed of the thrill and glory of war, only to find himself fleeing the horror of a battlefield. Shame over his cowardice drives him to
seek to redeem himself by being wounded—earning what he calls the “red badge of courage.” Praised for its psychological insight and its
intense and unprecedented realism in portraying the experience of men under fire, The Red Badge of Courage has been a beloved bestseller
for more than a century.
Fredric Jameson Oct 09 2020 Fredric Jameson is one of the most important and audacious cultural critics writing today. His work impacts
across a range of disciplines from literary and cultural studies to film, sociology and architecture. This new collection of previously
unpublished critical essays covers the full corpus of Jameson's work: from his initial studies of Sartre and dialectical criticism, through his
path-breaking work on the political unconscious, modernism and postmodernism, to his controversial essays on third world literature, space,
architecture and Latin American studies.
James Carey Nov 21 2021 James Carey - scholar, media critic, and teacher of journalists - almost single-handedly established the
importance of defining a cultural perspective when analyzing communications. Interspersing Carey's major essays with articles exploring his
central themes and their importance, this collection provides a critical introduction to the work of this significant figure. In James Carey: A
Critical Reader, sever scholars who have been influenced by him consider his work and how it has affected the development of media
studies. Carey has examined the roles the media and the academy have played in creating and maintaining a public sphere, as well as the
ways technology helps or hinders that project. Carey's themes range from the strains on democracy and drawbacks of technology to the
critique of journalism and the politics of academe.
Fred Wilson Apr 14 2021 An anthology of critical texts and interviews with the American artist Fred Wilson, this publication focuses on the
artist's pivotal exhibitions and projects, and includes a wide range of significant texts that mark the critical reception of Wilson's work over
the last two decades. Brought together for the first time here, these reviews, interviews and essays are from sources that are largely out of
print. The texts are accompanied by a large section of full colour illustrations that show the artist's work from the early 1990s to present day.
Concentrating on some of the most significant moments of Wilson's career, the book focuses on essays from exhibition catalogues such as
Mining the Museum and Speak of Me as I Am – Wilson's installation in the American Pavilion at the 50th Venice biennale exhibition – and
interviews with the artist himself.
Antonin Artaud Apr 02 2020 This resource collects for the first time some of the best criticism on Artaud's life and work from writers
such as Jacques Derrida, Julia Kristeva, Maurice Blanchot, Herbert Blau, Leo Bersani and Susan Sontag. Antonin Artaud was one of the most
brilliant artists of the twentieth century. His writing influenced entire generations, from the French post-structuralists to the American
beatniks. He was a key figure in the European cinema of the 1920s and '30s, and his drawings and sketches have been displayed in some of
the major art galleries of the Western world. Possibly best known for his concept of a 'theatre of cruelty', his legacy has been to re-define the
possibilities of live performance. Containing some of the most intellectually adventurous and emotionally passionate writings on Artaud, this
book is essential reading for Artaud scholars working in arts disciplines including theatre, film, philosophy, literature and fine art.
Bataille Jan 24 2022 An elegant introduction to Bataille's major concepts and concerns, Bataille: A Critical Reader underlines the powerful
impact his work has had, in different ways, on an entire generation of thinkers.
Power Aug 31 2022 Successfully bringing together accessible readings that cover the broad range of issues of importance to political
sociologists, this volume provides a unique mix of theoretical and empirical pieces such as state and electoral politics that address classic
issues in political sociology, as well as more recent developments such as globalization. The reader offers a coherent analysis of power that
reflects the contributions of a variety of critical perspectives including Marxism, feminism, critical race theory, postmodernism, power
structure theory. The reader examines critical theories of power, electoral politics, the welfare state, nation states and the global economy,
revolution, and social movements.For those interested in the issues of political socialism.
The Heidegger Controversy Mar 02 2020 Along with several selections from Heidegger's national socialist days, this work includes later

interviews as well as contributions by Lowith, Junger, Jaspers, Marcuse, Habermas and others about his political ideas.
Herbert Marcuse May 28 2022 The Legacy of Herbert Marcuse: A Critical Reader is a collection of brand new papers by seventeen
Marcuse scholars, which provides a comprehensive reassessment of the relevance of Marcuse's critical theory at the beginning of the 21st
century. Although best known for his reputation in critical theory, Herbert Marcuse's work has had impact on areas as diverse as politics,
technology, aesthetics, psychoanalysis and ecology. This collection addresses the contemporary relevance of Marcuse's work in this broad
variety of fields and from an international perspective. In Part One, veteran scholars of Marcuse and the Frankfurt school examine the legacy
of various specific areas of Marcuse's thought, including the quest for radical subjectivity, the maternal ethic and the negative dialectics of
imagination. Part Two focuses on a very new trend in Marcuse scholarship: the link between Marcuse's ideas and environmental thought. The
third part of this collection is dedicated to the work of younger Marcuse scholars, with the aim of documenting Marcuse's reception among
the next generation of critical theorists. The final section of the book contains recollections on Marcuse's person rather than his critical
theory, including an informative look back over his life by his son, Peter.
Frederick Douglass Jun 24 2019 In this powerful volume, 15 leading American philosophers examine and critically reassess Douglass's
significance for contemporary social and political thought. Philosophically, Douglass's work sought to establish better ways of thinking,
especially in the light of his convictions about our humanity and democratic legitimacy - convictions that were culturally and historically
shaped by his experience of, and struggle against, the institution of American slavery. Contributors include Bernard R. Boxill, Angela Y.
Davis, Lewis R. Gordon, Leonard Harris, Tommy L. Lott, Howard McGary, and John P. Pittman.
Derrida Aug 07 2020 Jacques Derrida's prolific output has been the delight (and sometimes the despair) of philosophers and literary
theorists for over twenty years. His influence on the way we read theoretical texts continues to be profound. No serious contemporary
thinker can fail to come to terms with deconstruction and there have been a number of monographs devoted to his work. Very few, however,
have combined a critical edge with a detailed knowledge of his writing. The contributors to this volume were each asked - in the most
positive sense - to take just such a critical approach. There are substantive papers by Jean-Luc Nancy, Manfred Frank, John Sallis, Robert
Bernasconi, Irene Harvey, Michel Haar, Christopher Norris, Geoff Bennington, John Llewelyn and an introduction by David Wood.
Twentieth Century Population Thinking Jul 06 2020 This reader on the history of demography and historical perspectives on
"population" in the twentieth century features a unique collection of primary sources from around the globe, written by scholars, politicians,
journalists, and activists. Many of the sources are available in English for the first time. Background information is provided on each source.
Together, the sources mirror the circumstances under which scientific knowledge about "population" was produced, how demography
evolved as a discipline, and how demographic developments were interpreted and discussed in different political and cultural settings.
Readers thereby gain insight into the historical precedents on debates on race, migration, reproduction, natural resources, development and
urbanization, the role of statistics in the making of the nation state, and family structures and gender roles, among others. The reader is
designed for undergraduate and graduate students as well as scholars in the fields of demography and population studies as well as to anyone
interested in the history of science and knowledge.
Sociology of Education Jun 04 2020 Examines the various topics in sociology and education while exposing students to examples of
sociological research on schools. This title intends to stimulate student thinking about the important roles that schools play in contemporary
society and their ability to solve fundamental social, economic and political problems.
Foucault Oct 01 2022 This collection gives a complete picture of Foucault's importance as a thinker and social critic who transcended
academic boundaries to challenge entrenched, institutionalized models of theoretical rationality and practical normalcy.
Baudrillard May 16 2021 Self-described "intellectual terrorist" Jean Baudrillard is one of the most important and provocative writers of the
contemporary era. Widely acclaimed as the prophet to postmodernity, he has famously announced the disappearance of the subject, political
economy, meaning, truth, the social, and the real in contemporary social formations.
Simone de Beauvoir May 04 2020 This classsic collection of critical texts on de Beauvoir's work, as feminist, novelist and philosopher,
provides a much-needed reassessment of her place in twentieth-century culture as well as the context of her work.
OMA/Rem Koolhaas Jun 28 2022 The activities of Rem Koolhaas and his staff were widely discussed even before the foundation of the
Office for Metropolitan Architecture in 1975. Today, many contributions on the work of OMA can be found in the international
architectural press, including Koolhaas’ own writings. The book contains about 150 selected texts—interviews, feature articles, essays, lead
articles, reviews, letters, introductions, appraisals, and competition reports that have been compiled for the first time. This compilation not
only provides a fresh and critical view of the oeuvre of one the most important contemporary architects, but also represents an account of the
debate on architectural and urban design in recent decades.
Nietzsche Dec 23 2021 This volume collects together for the very first time a record of the key readings which comprise the three principal
traditions or methodologies of Nietzsche interpretation: the Anglo-American, German, and French traditions
Althusser Nov 29 2019 This book situates Althusser and his texts within the wider histories and cultures to which they belong, drawing in
contributors from a wide range of cultures and countries.
Fantastic Literature Jul 30 2022 Culls together important criticism of fantastic literature from Plato and Aristotle to present critics.
Deleuze Mar 14 2021 Paul Patton brings together an outstanding collection of appraisals by French- and English-speaking scholars of Gilles
Deleuze (1925-1995), one of the most important post-war French philosophers. A number of these pieces address Deleuze's original
interpretations of key figures in the history of philosophy, including Spinoza, Kant, Hegel and Bergson. Others discuss his work on
mathematics, and the relevance of his conceptual creativity for art criticism, feminist, literary, and cultural studies. Several of the
contributors here have not been previously published.
Contemporary Choreography Dec 31 2019 Fully revised and updated, this second edition of Contemporary Choreography presents a range
of articles covering choreographic enquiry, investigation into the creative process, and innovative challenges to traditional understandings of
dance making. Contributions from a global range of practitioners and researchers address a spectrum of concerns in the field, organized into
seven broad domains: Conceptual and philosophical concerns Processes of making Dance dramaturgy: structures, relationships, contexts

Choreographic environments Cultural and intercultural contexts Challenging aesthetics Choreographic relationships with technology.
Including 23 new chapters and 10 updated ones, Contemporary Choreography captures the essence and progress of choreography in the
twenty-first century, supporting and encouraging rigorous thinking and research for future generations of dance practitioners and scholars.
The Ultimate Guide to SAT Grammar Feb 22 2022 Learn the rules needed to ace the writing section and how to apply them to the SAT.
Deleuze and the Fold: A Critical Reader Oct 28 2019 Featuring contributions by leading academics this collection is a companion to one
of the most intricate of Deleuze's philosophical texts, articulating Leibnizian thought within the context of Baroque expressionism,
characterized by its interdisciplinary approach to philosophy. This reader offers an incisive critical overview of its key themes
Fanon Dec 11 2020 The wide range of disciplines represented here enables the volume to stand as a contextualizing work in Fanon studies.
It contains new original essays on Africana philosophy, the human sciences, dialectical humanism, women of color studies, neocolonial and
postcolonial studies, violence, and tragedy.
Bisexuality: A Critical Reader Jun 16 2021 Bisexuality: A Critical Reader presents the essential primary texts on bisexuality from the last
100 years in an easy-to-read format. Exploring this often controversial concept from a range of perspectives, this book places bisexuality in
its historical and cultural context and explores its many meanings and uses. Merl Storr's introductions give a straightforward overview of the
texts included and sets them clearly in the context of debates on bisexuality. This collection includes pieces by: * Henry Havelock Ellis *
Sigmund Freud * Alfred C. Kinsey, Wardell B. Pomeroy and Clyde E. Martin * and Hélèn Cixous.
Art and the Moving Image Sep 07 2020 The arrival of the moving image in contemporary art has provoked a great deal of discussion among
critics, artists, and curators and presents a serious challenge to our understanding of the traditional media and institutions of film, painting,
and sculpture. Art and the Moving Image explores the cause, the motivation, and the aesthetic, social, and political significance of this
paradigm shift. This is the first reader to gather together critical reactions to the moving image in contemporary art, and includes seminal
historical texts as well as newly commissioned essays from leading art historians, critics, artists, theorists, and philosophers.
Lawyers Sep 27 2019 Gathers thirty-five articles and excerpts on the legal profession and its increasing impact on American society
Macbeth: A Critical Reader Aug 26 2019 ARDEN RENAISSANCE DRAMA GUIDES offer students and academics practical and
accessible introductions to the critical and performance contexts of key Elizabethan and Jacobean plays. Essays from leading international
scholars provide invaluable insights into the text by presenting a range of critical perspectives, making the books ideal companions for study
and research. Key features include: Essays on the play's critical and performance history A keynote essay on current research and thinking
about the play A selection of new essays by leading scholars A survey of resources to direct students' further reading about the play in print
and online Regularly performed and studied, Macbeth is not only one of Shakespeare's most popular plays but also provides us with one of
the literary canon's most compellingly conflicted tragic figures. This guide offers fresh new ways into the play.
David Harvey Apr 26 2022 This book critically interrogates the work of David Harvey, one of the world's most influential geographers, and
one of its best known Marxists. Considers the entire range of Harvey's oeuvre, from the nature of urbanism to environmental issues. Written
by contributors from across the human sciences, operating with a range of critical theories. Focuses on key themes in Harvey's work.
Contains a consolidated bibliography of Harvey's writings.
Latinos and Education Jan 12 2021 First Published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Critical Reader Mar 26 2022 The Critical Reader: AP(R) English Language and Composition Edition provides a comprehensive review
of all the reading and writing skills tested on this exam. Includes a complete chapter dedicated to each multiple-choice reading question and
essay type, as well as dozens of exercises that allow students to practice each concept individually. In addition, sample essays accompanied
by detailed scoring analyses demystify the College Board rubric and help students master the components necessary to produce a highscoring response.
Laclau Oct 21 2021 The first full-length critical appraisal of Laclau's work, with contributions from leading philosophers and theorists. The
collection includes replies to his critics by Laclau and the important exchange between Laclau and Judith Butler on equality.
Wittgenstein Aug 19 2021 This volume provides a wide-ranging collection of newly-commissioned essays on Wittgenstein by internationally
established philosophers.
Mad Matters Jul 18 2021 In 1981, Toronto activist Mel Starkman wrote: "An important new movement is sweeping through the western
world.... The 'mad, ' the oppressed, the ex-inmates of society's asylums are coming together and speaking for themselves." Mad Matters is
the first Canadian book to bring together the writings of this vital movement, which has grown explosively in the years since. With
contributions from scholars in numerous disciplines, as well as activists and psychiatric survivors, it presents diverse critical voices that
convey the lived experiences of the psychiatrized and challenges dominant understandings of "mental illness." The connections between mad
activism and other liberation struggles are stressed throughout, making the book a major contribution to the literature on human rights and
anti-oppression.
The Critical Reader, Thinker, and Writer Sep 19 2021 This reader/rhetoric offers students a variety of clear and powerful approaches to
critical reading, thinking, and writing—including the research paper. The text provides students with more than sixty readings to explore the
connections between critical reading and writing.
Art and Social Change Feb 10 2021 "This reader gathers together an international selection of artists' proposals, manifestos, theoretical
texts and public declarations that focus on the question of political engagement and the possibility of social change"--Back cover.
SAT Vocabulary Jul 26 2019 SAT Vocabulary: A New Approach covers key vocabulary for the Reading test, Writing and Language test,
and Essay of the redesigned (2016) SAT. Written by two leading test-prep authors, this book offers an approach that is aligned with the new
SAT's focus on vocabulary in context. Rather than provide long lists of words and definitions for students to memorize, it features thorough
explanations of the various contexts in which vocabulary is tested, then gives students the opportunity to practice applying knowledge via
carefully sequenced series of exercises.
Chicana Feminisms Nov 09 2020 Chicana Feminisms presents new essays on Chicana feminist thought by scholars, creative writers, and
artists. This volume moves the field of Chicana feminist theory forward by examining feminist creative expression, the politics of

representation, and the realities of Chicana life. Drawing on anthropology, folklore, history, literature, and psychology, the distinguished
contributors combine scholarly analysis, personal observations, interviews, letters, visual art, and poetry. The collection is structured as a
series of dynamic dialogues: each of the main pieces is followed by an essay responding to or elaborating on its claims. The broad range of
perspectives included here highlights the diversity of Chicana experience, particularly the ways it is made more complex by differences in
class, age, sexual orientation, language, and region. Together the essayists enact the contentious, passionate conversations that define Chicana
feminisms. The contributors contemplate a number of facets of Chicana experience: life on the Mexico-U.S. border, bilingualism, the
problems posed by a culture of repressive sexuality, the ranchera song, and domesticana artistic production. They also look at Chicana
feminism in the 1960s and 1970s, the history of Chicanas in the larger Chicano movement, autobiographical writing, and the interplay
between gender and ethnicity in the movie Lone Star. Some of the essays are expansive; others—such as Norma Cantú’s discussion of the
writing of her fictionalized memoir Canícula—are intimate. All are committed to the transformative powers of critical inquiry and feminist
theory. Contributors. Norma Alarcón, Gabriela F. Arredondo, Ruth Behar, Maylei Blackwell, Norma E. Cantú, Sergio de la Mora, Ann
duCille, Michelle Fine, Rosa Linda Fregoso, Rebecca M. Gámez, Jennifer González, Ellie Hernández, Aída Hurtado, Claire Joysmith,
Norma Klahn, Amalia Mesa-Bains, Olga Nájera-Ramírez, Anna Nieto Gomez, Renato Rosaldo, Elba Rosario Sánchez, Marcia Stephenson,
Jose Manuel Valenzuela, Patricia Zavella
The Critical Reader Nov 02 2022 This book provides a comprehensive review of all the question types, concepts, and skills covered on the
Reading portion of the redesigned SAT.
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